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1.

INTRODUCTION

The problems of planning or of optimal growth in many economies are exacerbated by the fact that production depends, in an essential way, on some resource
(input, intermediate good) of which there is little or no domestic supply.' Oil is
a prime example of such a resource. The difficulties arise for two reasons: (a)
the scarce nature of this resource results in its international price (relative to that
of domestic output) rising over time, and (b) the resource-importing economy
must pay for its imports by exporting an equivalent quantity.
It is intuitive that if the economy is 'productive' enough, it will possess the ability
to compensate for the resource price-rise by a sufficient accumulation of capital.
This leads rather naturally to a number of interesting questions. These are two
examples. First, do there exist price paths of the resource which constrain the
economy to maintaining, at best, an ever-diminishing level of consumption? If
the answer is in the affirmative, one must study empirical data and consult the
relevant economic theory, to ascertain whether such paths are the rule rather than
the exception. Secondly, given some (increasing) resource price path, what rates
of technical progress will permit the economy to achieve a growing consumption
level? These issues are clearly important.
The possible lack of richness in the set of feasible alternatives (hinted at above)
has been made explicit in the literature on autarkic intertemporal accumulation in
the presence of essential exhaustible resources. A seminal paper by Solow [1974]
captured the essence of scarcity, or exhaustibility of the resource, by the twin
devices of finiteness of the initial resource stock and an infinite horizon to plan
* ManuscriptreceivedOctober, 1982; revisedAugust, 1983.
** This paper is a condensed version of Chapter1 of my Ph. D. dissertationsubmittedto
CornellUniversity. I am gratefulto my advisor,ProfessorMukul Majumdar,and to Professor
Tapan Mitra for helpful discussions. I also wish to thank an anonymous referee for useful
commentson a previousversion of this paper.
I To make mattersworse, such resources may enter directly into consumption. However,
the essentialfeaturesof the problemmay be analysedwithout introducingthis complication.
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for.2 The structure of such a model necessitated an analysis of the question:
when is 'survival' possible? The definition of this concept took the broad view
that survival obtains whenever there exists a feasible program with consumptions
bounded away from zero. Thus, in an aggregative framework, the economy
must be capable of maintaining some positive level of consumption forever.
A somewhat more ambitious question is that of growth. If the survival issue
has been settled in the affirmative,it is natural to enquire whether 'growth' is possible. In other words, does there exist a feasible program with consumption
growing to infinity over time?
In a trading model, the notation of resource scarcity is captured in the phenomenon of ever-increasing prices of resource imports. In Mitra, Majumdar and
Ray [1982], a two-sector trading economy was considered, and necessary conditions for survival were presented in terms of the production technology and the
path of international resource prices. Sufficient conditions were also provided,
though a 'complete characterization'of the conditions under which survival occurs
was not obtained. The growth issue was also not considered in their paper.
In this exercise, I use an aggregative model of intertemporal accumulation, with
domestic output and an imported resource the only two commodities. There is
no domestic stock of the resource; imports of it are nonstorable3 and the balance
of trade must be in equilibrium at every period.4 The economy takes resource
prices as given at every date.
I seek answers to the following questions.
(1) When is an economy capable of survival? In other words, what conditions
on the terms of trade and the technology guarantee the existence of a feasible
program with consumption bounded away from zero?'
(2) When survival does obtain, is it possible to compute the maximum stationary
level of consumption maintainable forever: i.e., the survival level generated
by the economy? This would permit a comparison with exogenous 'minimum-needs' data, to determine whether an economy meets some exogenously
specified 'standard of living' at every date.
(3) When is an economy capable of growth; i.e., what conditions guarantee the
existence of a feasible program with consumption growing to infinity over
time?
(4) What is the relationship between technical progress and growth? In particular, given some rate of growth of consumption to be maintained, what is
the minimum rate of technical progress (given the trend in resource prices)
that will guarantee this?
2
This work has subsequentlybeen generalized. See, for example, Mitra [1978] and Cass
and Mitra [1979].
3It has been shown that the impact of deterioratingterms of trade persistsin a very definite
way even when the resourceimport is storable, providedthat either the capital or the resource
stock depreciates. For details, see Mitra, Majumdarand Ray [1982].
4 At the cost of some computationalcomplexity, it is possible to introduce various forms
of foreignaid. This is, however,not done in the presentmodel.
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In an important sense, an analysis of this kind is logically prior to, and perhaps
more relevant than a full-fledged 'optimization' exercise. The logical priority of
this exercise arises from a need to recognize (or characterize) feasible programs
before a choice among them is actually made.5 Its somewhat greater relevance
stems from the fact that most planning exercises employ precisely such 'targets'
(for example, the achievement of some fixed rate of growth) instead of a social
welfare function of the kind commonly used in the literature.6 It is certainly true
that all statements of planning objectives are, in a broad sense, equivalent to some
'social welfare function.' However what are explicitly stated as 'primitive
objectives' in many pianning exercises are simply the achievement of some growth
rate in output, or employment. It is precisely objectives of this type7 which I
take as basic to the present analysis.
In Section 3, I consider an aggregative model of the kind previously described,
with changing technology and resource prices. At each date, the technology is
assumed to be linear homogeneous in capital and resource inputs (concavity of
the technology is not assumed). Outputs are divided into consumption, investment and exports. Exports pay for resource imports, investment augments the
stock of capital. This process repeats itself indefinitely.
The basic result of this section is Theorem 3.1, which provides a complete
characterizationof feasible and efficientprograms in a given economy, for arbitrary
resource price paths and technical change. This is used in Theorem 3.2 to provide
a complete characterizationof those economies capable of survival. The survival
level is computed (Theorem 3.3) and examples with Cobb-Douglas technologies
discussed. Theorem 3.4 goes on to show that any exponential growth of resource
prices is inconsistent with survival, in a situation of no technical change. This
result is of interest, since the theoretical literature on exhaustible resources following Hotelling [1931] does suggest that resource prices grow exponentially, at least
asymptotically. Theorem 3.5 deals with growth, and provides a somewhat
surprisingresult. 'Survival' and 'growth' are equivalent problems, in this model,
in the sense that an economy is capable of survival if and only if it is capable of
growth. Theorem 3.6 completely characterizes those economies capable of
exponential growth of consumption at some rate g >0. Theorem 3.7 provides a
sufficient condition, which, if satisfied, permits an economy to sustain any exponential growth of consumption (by choosing initial consumption levels suitably).
This is applied in Theorem 3.8 to yield an interesting result for a special case when
resource prices are growing exponentially. It is demonstrated that if the rate of
I By this, I mean the recognitionof some feature of a feasibleprogram,importantto most
actual planning exercises, such as the ability to sustain exponentiallygrowing consumption
forever.
6 A classic example of economic analysis using planning 'targets'is the work of Tinbergen.
See for example,Tinbergen([1952],[1955]). Also of relevancehere is the approachof Manne
[1970]using 'gradualist'consumptionpaths.
7 A real-worldexample is the case of India. One need only glance at the mode of targetsetting in her Five-YearPlans.
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resourceaugmentingtechnicalprogressexceedsthat of the price-rise,any exponentialgrowthof consumptioncanbe maintained. If the ratefallsshortof that of
the price-rise,no exponentialgrowthis maintainable. (The case of equal ratesis
also analyzed). This result illuminatesan interesting'knife-edge'property of
technicalprogressin the presentmodel. In addition,an exampleis givento show
that whencapitalis 'importantenough'in production(in a senseexplainedbelow),
capital-augmenting
technicalprogressmay be 'better'than resource-augmenting
technicalprogresseven thoughresourcepricesare increasing.
If labor is introducedas a factor of production,the linear homogeneityassumptionon capitaland resourceinputsalone is clearlyunsatisfactory. Section
4 indicatesbrieflyhow an extensionof this kindmaybe carriedout. Someresults
on survivaland growth are providedfor a full-employmentmodel, where the
availablelabor force is fully used at every date. Finally, I indicatehow these
resultsmay be extendedto a surplus-laboreconomy.
2.

SOMENOTATION

In the following text, the subscriptt refers to time period. The following
symbolsare also used:
K: capital
R: resource
C: consumption
I: investment
E: exports
L: employment
p: resourceprice
R+ (resp.R++)denotesthe set of all nonnegativen-vectors(resp.strictlypositive
n-vectors). For a differentiablefunctionf of one variable,denote its derivative
by f.
3.

MODELWITH NO LABOR

3.1. The Technology and Environment. The technologyis given by a sequenceof net-outputproductionfunctions <G,> where,for each t > 0, G,: R+
R+.

These functions combine capital (K) and the resource (R) to produce

output(G,(K,R)). The followingassumptionsare madeon the technology.
(G.1) For all t>0, G,(O,R) = G,(K, 0) = 0.

(G.2) For all t > 0, lim Gt(K,R)= oo if R > 0, and lim Gt(K,R)= oo if K > 0.
K-la0
R-00o
(G.3) For all t> 0, Gt(,*) is homogeneousof degreeone, continuous,and
increasingin its arguments.
Capitalwill be assumedto be nondepreciating.
The environmentis givenby
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(E.1) A sequence<p,>goof strictlypositiveresourceprices8
(E.2) An initialstock of capital,K>0.
Remarks. Note that (G.1)-(G.3) place no restrictionon the rate of technical
or concavityassumptionshave been placed
change,also that no differentiability
on the technology.9 The feature(E.1) reflectsthe 'small-country'assumptionof
internationaltradetheory. It rules out any analysisof the bargainingissue involvedin the processof resourceprice-setting.
However,note that no assumptionhas been madeon the form of the time path
of resourceprices. The generalcharacterizationof feasible alternativesthat I
seek will requireno such restrictions. Of course,particularprice paths will be
usedbelowin examples,or to makeadditionalpoints.
3.2. TheStructureof the Economy. In this section,I describefeasibleallocations withinthe economy. An initialcapitalstock is given, along with an international price of the resource. A quantity of the resource is imported, and
outputis produced. Part of this outputis exportedto pay for resourceimports,
part is invested, to add to the capital stock, and the remainderconsumed.
Equippedwith the new capitalstock, the entireprocessis repeated(withresource
pricespossiblyat a differentlevel),and so the economymovesover time.
Thesefeaturesare capturedin the followingsystem.
(1)

K) Ko

(2)

Gt(KI,Rt) >, Ct + It + Et,

(3)
(4)

Et = ptRt, t > O
t> O
Kt + It = Kt+,,

(5)

(Kt, Yt,Ct, Et, Rt) > 0,

t> O

t > 010.

Remarks. Equation(3) is restrictive,in that it requiresthe balanceof trade
conditionto hold in every period. A more generalformulationwould include
the possibilityof externalfinancingat some rate of interest. Realistically,one
wouldstipulatethat both freshloansobtainableat any date,and pastaccumulated
debt, must be bounded. The accomodationof these additionalfeaturescompliThese are priceswith domesticoutput as numeraire.
9 The treatmentof technical progress, in particular,its apparentexogeneityin this model,
may be a bit misleading. The kind of questions to be asked are: if the rate of consumption
growthis to be g>O, given the rate of price rise, what must the rate of technicalprogressbe?
Viewedfrom this 'feasibility'viewpoint,it should be clear that technicalprogress,while formally
exogenous,is not regardedas such in the spirit of the exericse.
10 Note that investmentis not constrainedto be nonnegative;i.e., that the capital stock may
be run down to provide for currentconsumptionneeds. Call this a reversibilitymodel. If,
in addition,the conditionI, >0, t >0 is met, the systemmay be said to describean irreversibility
model. All the resultshere may be worked out for such a model; these are omitted for lack of
space. The readeris referredto Ray [1981]for details.
8
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cates the workingsof the model, but does not alter the qualitativenatureof the
arguments.
3.3. Some Definitions. A program<K, C, I, E, R> <KK,Ct, It, Et, R,>?' is
feasible if it satifies(1)-(5). Denote by <C,>' the correspondingfeasibleconsumptionprogram. A feasibleconsumptionprogram<C,>O'is efficientif there
does not exist anotherfeasibleconsumptionprogram<C'>'Owith C'> Ct, t>O,
and C > C8 for some s > O.
A survival program is a feasible program <K, C, I, E, R> with inf Ct> 0. An
t>O
economyis capableof survivalif there exists a survivalprogram. The survival
level, y, of an economy, is given by y_{inf Ct: <Ct>is a feasible consumption
t>O
program}.
A growth program is a feasible program <K, C, I, E, R> with C, 1> Ct, t> O,

and lim Ct= oo. An economy is capable of growth if there exists a growth
t-400
program.
An exponential growthprogram with rate g > 0 is a feasibleprogram<K, C, I,
E, R> with Co>0 and Ct = Co(1 + g)t, t >O. An Economyis capableof growth
at rateg > 0 if thereexistsan exponentialgrowthprogramwith rate g.
Remarks. The definitionof a growth programmay appear to be unduly
restrictive. A less ambitiousrequirementwould be the existenceof a consumption path, increasingto some pre-specified,possibly finite, consumptionvalue.
It turnsout that in the presentmodel(withno labor),this makesno differenceto
the analysis,in the light of the equivalencetheorembelow (Theorem3.5). However,the restriction,if any, is a real one in the model of SectionIV below.
3.4.

Characterizations of Survival and Growth. In this section, I restate

brieflyand then providesome answersto the questionsraisedearlier.
(1) When is an economy capableof survival? When survivalis possible, can
one explicitlycomputey, the survivallevel of the economy? (See Theorems
3.2 and 3.3).
(2) When is an economycapableof growth,or of exponentialgrowthat some
rateg > O? (See Theorems3.5 and 3.6).
(3) What is the relationshipbetweenthe pace of technicalprogress,the price
path of the resource,and maintainablegrowth rates? (See Theorems3.7
and 3 8)
All proofsare relegatedto the Appendix
First, I state
LEMMA 3.1. Under (G. 1)-(G.3), for each t >0, the function Ht: R + x R ++
R+ defined by Ht(K, p)_max [Gt(K, R)-pR], for K>0, p>0, exists and is
R>O
positive on R++.
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Denote by R,(K, p) a maximizer of G,(K, R) - pR.

Lemma3.2 outlinesa usefulpropertyof the functions<Ht>o.
LEMMA
3.2.

Under (G.1)-(G.3),for each t>O, and p>O
Ht(K, p) - ft(p)K

(6)

whereft: R + +- R + + is decreasing.

REMARKS.
Lemma3.2 tells us that the 'reduced'productionfunction,obtained
by maximizingoutputnet of exports,has a convenientlinearityproperty(in capital
stocks). This linearityis obtainedthroughthe linear homogeneityassumption
on the productionfunction,and,as a result,no concavityassumptionsare required
to driveany of the resultsin this section(see, however,Section4).
If, in addition,one has for each t> 0, Gttwice differentiableand satisfyingthe
well-knownInada conditions,ft may be exhibited explicitly. Define gt(z)Gt(1,z), for z > O, and rt(z)_ g'-1(z)>O. Then
ft(p) = gt(rt(p)) - prt(p)

(7)

(whichis easilycheckedto be positive). This may be interpretedas the marginal
productof a given stock of capital when the resourceis importedto maximize
outputnet of imports.
For a Cobb-Douglastechnologyof the form Gt(K,R)= (AtK)(fltR)1-, a E(0, 1),
(At,ft)>>, t>0, it is easy to checkthat
ft(P) =

(8)
where A-ac(1-ac)

e

______

(0, 1), and 6 1=-

of feasibleand efficientprogramsin
I firstprovidea completecharacterization
this model. For an economy <G,p, K>, define Mt [H (1 +fs(P8))]s` t>0.
,s=O

3.1.
THEOREM

(i) A consumption program <Ct>o is feasible for an economy

<G,p, 1K>if and only if
00

(9)

<
t=oMtCt K
E

(ii) It is efficient if and only if equality holds in (9).

If the resourceis importedat every date to maximizethe value of
REMARKS.
outputnet of imports,Lemmas3.1 and 3.2 demonstratethat the resultingmodel
has a useful linearityproperty. The characterizationof efficientprogramsin
linearmodelsis well-known:see for example,Majumdar[1974]. In the present
context, Theorem3.1, while of independentinterest,is mainly a device to be
of survivaland growth.
appliedto characterizations
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A useful interpretationof (9) may be obtainedusing the concept of 'profitmaximizing'or 'efficiency'prices. At any date t>O, the total output, net of
The input is capital, Kt (the resource having

imports, is Gt(Kt, Rt)+Kt-ptRt.

been accountedfor in the definitionof net output). Efficientprogramsin this
model have the following property. There exists a sequenceof nonnull, nonnegativeefficiencyprices<Qt>"O
such that (valuingoutputof period t at the price
of date t+ 1, and inputat the priceof periodt) the profitat date t
(10)

Qt+1[Gt(Kt, Rt)+ Kt-ptRt] -QtKt

is maximizedwith respectto that obtainableusing any nonnegativepair (K, R).
It is easy to check that if Qo>0, and Qt+1 Q = [1 +ft(pt)] for all t>0, the
sequence<Qt>ois a system of efficiencyprices for all efficientprograms. In
particular,the sequenceQo=1, Qt= Mt1 for all t> 1 is a system of efficiency
prices. Restating(9) yields
00

(11)

E

< AC
~~~~~Qt+lZt

t=O

for all feasible consumptionprograms <Ct>00,with equality holding for all
efficientprograms.
Thus, feasibilityis capturedby the fact that the 'valueof consumption,'evaluated at efficiencyprices,mustnot be too 'large',and efficientprograms<Ct>l are
preciselythose whichsatisfy
00

00

(12)

E
t=O

t1t>

E Qt+lCt
t=O

for all feasible <Ct>00,
i.e., those which maximize'consumptionvalue'. In this
context,the workof Debreu[1954] is important,see also Cass and Yaari[1971].
A 'direct'characterization
of efficientprograms(i.e., one not involvingcomparison
with otherfeasibleprograms)usingefficiencypricesmay be foundin Cass [1972].
Whilethe interpretationusingefficiencypricesis importantand of wide applicability,it turnsout that the centralfeatureof these survival-growth
problemsis
the behaviorof the pure accumulation program. For example,the characterization of survivalin the full-employmentmodel of SectionIV has no directinterpretation using efficiencyprices, whereas the behavior of pure accumulation
stocksis crucial. I shallthereforeinterpret(9) in termsof the pureaccumulation
program.
Define such a programas a feasibleprogramwith associatedcapital stocks
<kt>g0satisfyingkt> Kt, t>O for all sequences <Kt> associated with some
feasibleprogram. It is obviousthat the pure accumulationcapitalstocks <kt>o0
form a uniquesequence;and it is easy to see that a pure accumulationprogram
may be constructed by setting ko = K, Rt+1 = Ht(kt, Pt)+ kt, t > 0, Ct = 0, t > 0,
It = kt+ - kt, Et= ptRt(kt, Pt), Rt = Rt(kt, Pt).
Thus, for all t > 0, kt+ 1= [1 +ft(pt)]kt, and so t = M-11k, t > 1, with ko = K.
The condition(9) may now be rephrasedas
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0

ct
E'
t=O rZ
t+1

(13)

for all feasibleprograms<Ct>w,with equalityholdingfor all efficientprograms.
The set of feasibleconsumptionprogramsis composedpreciselyof those consumption sequenceswhich tend to zero relative to pure accumulationstocks
'sufficientlyfast,' the exact condition being provided by (13). The prescribed
consumptionstreammust dwindle(over time) relativeto the pure accumulation
capitalstocks. Intuitively,if this is not the case,thenthereis too littleleft overto
sustaincapitalaccumulation,and the consumptionprogrambecomesinfeasible.
This is the criterionmadeexplicitin (13).
Survival. Theorem3.1 readilyyields a completecharacterization
of economies
capableof survival.
THEOREM3.2.

An economy <G, p, KC>is capable of survival if and only if
00

(14)

fi

Mt < oo.

t=O

Thefollowing statements are each equivalent to (14).
00

(15)

t=O

Qt<

01

(16)

t=O

00.

t

The next theoremcomputesthe survivallevel of a giveneconomy.
THEOREM3.3.

(17)

The survival level of an economy <G, p, KT>,y, is given by
-----

KL

=

K-

.

-

-

1

=
71Mt

t=O

71Qt+

t=O

I

B1
t=O

t

interpreting y as zero if the sums in the denominators diverge. Any feasible
program with consumption equal to yfor all t>O is efficient.

Observethat the feasibleprogramwhich generatesthe survivallevel of consumptioneveryyear is also the programthat is obtainedthroughan application
of a Rawlsianmaximumcriterion,providedthat all generationshave identical
utility functions,increasingin consumption. For a furtherdiscussion of this
relationship,see Solow [1974].
Takentogether,Theorem3.2 and 3.3 providean answerto question(1), posed
at the beginningof this section.
Example(3.1). (Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction). For a Cobb-Douglas
net-outputfunction Gt(K, R) =(AtK)a(fltR)I-1, o e (0, 1), (t, fit)>>, t> 0, recall
and hence, that survivalis possibleif and only if
from (8) thatft(p)=
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L1 ll

(18)

1l +

a D

<

oo,

The condition(18) may be used to test for survival. For example,supposethat
there is no technicalchange, so that t = ft =1 for all t>0, and let pt= (t + 2)k,
k> 0, t > 0. Considertwo cases.
Case 1: (k6>1)

hence E (1+
In this case, Et= Aa
ndhec
<o, and
6 <??,
6+~
so\

0Pt

PS

>B<oo
Tt

for all t>O. (See, for example, Knopp [1956], p. 94). Therefore, E
[+

4
A,

-1

r

t=O S=O

oo as T-+ ooand survival is impossible.

Case2: (k6 < 1) In this case, one can show (see Mitra, Majumdarand Ray
[1982, Appendix]) that (putting tj= kW),

+p

(19)

> exp [H(t+2)1 -B]

where H and B are positive constants,and this easily establishesthat (18) is
satisfied. Hence,survivalis possible.
This exampleillustratestwo points (a) survivalis possible, in the absenceof
technicalprogress,even with unboundeddeclinein the terms of trade, and (b)
.survivalis more 'likely'the more 'important'capitalis in production(the lower
the value of 6, in this example).
Consider, now, an exponential price-path of the form pt = po(l + p)t, Po>0,

p >0, t >0. Suppose,further,that the technologyis stationary,i.e. Gt= G for all
t > 0, and satisfies
(G.4) G is twice differentiable,and g(z) G(a, z), z >0 is strictly concave.
(G.5) liminf g'(z)z >O.
z-0O

g (z)

Remark. (G.5) assertsthatthe resourceis not only essentialin production,but
has some impactat 'small'levels of its use. This assumptionis satisfiedby the
Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction,as well as otherfunctionalforms."
3.4. Suppose that an economy <G, p, K> satisfies (G.4) and (G.5),
and that pt= po(l + p)t, po > O, p > O, t > 0. Then it is not capable of survival.
THEOREM

The literatureon exhaustibleresourcesfollowing Hotelling [1931]
suggeststhat resourcepricesmayexhibitexponentialgrowthin varioustheoretical
frameworks,at least asymptotically. Such asymptoticallyexponential price
paths would obtain, for example,with constant or bounded marginalcosts of
extractionand interestratesboundedawayfromzero. Theorem3.4, while stated
REMARK.

11 Consider, for example, G(K, R)=A(K+R)l12K1/4R1/4,

A>O.

This satisfies all our

,
assumptions,with zg'(z) >1
4 for all z>O.
g(z)
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for exponentialresourcespricepaths, is easily seen to hold for these paths, too.
Growth. The results here characterizethose economies capable of growth.
In this model,the problemsof survivalandgrowthturnout to be equivalent. This
is expressedin
3.5. An economy <G, p, K> is capable of growth if and only if it is
THEOREM
capable of survival.
REMARK.The equivalenceof survivaland growth is often seen in autarkic
exhaustible resource models. See, for example, Cass and Mitra [1979]. This

equivalencefollows from linear homogeneityof the productionfunctions,and
does not, in general,hold in the diminishingreturnscase (see Section4). The
intuitionis as follows. If survivalis possible,thenby startingwith a smallenough
initial consumption, it is possible to build up capital stocks faster than the capital

stocks associatedwith the survivallevel. Eventually,this magnifiesthe scale of
the economy,and hence,by linearhomogeneity,raisesthe constantmaintainable
consumptionlevel proportionately. Consumptioncan then be adjustedupward.
Repeat this process indefinitely to obtain the result.
Example 3.2. (Cobb-Douglas production function). Consider Case 2 of
Example 3.1. There, survival is possible, and so by Theorem 3.5, the economy is
capable of growth. In addition, the feasibility characterization (9) may be exploited to reveal more about the kind of growth which is possible. Here, I
demonstrate that 'polynomial' growth paths of the form Ct,= E aiti are feasible
i=o
(for some choice of ai >0, i = 0,..., n), for any positive integer n. Observe that for
any integer n, tj e (0, 1) and (M, B)>>0, there exists an integer T such that
(20)

-B]

exp [M(t+2)1

>

for all t > T

tn+2,

Now write the condition (9) with polynomial consumption path as
n

(21)

E aiti

??

o

t=0H1

+

Pa ]

K.

It is easy to check, using (19) and (20), that for any positive integer n, there

exists(ai),=0>>0such that (21) holds.
Those economies capable of sustaining exponential growth at a rate g >0 are
characterized in
3.6. An economy <G, p, KC>is capable of exponential growth at
THEOREM
rate g if and only if
00

(22)

E, Mt(l +g)'

t=O

< oo
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Takentogether,Theorem3.5 and 3.6 providean answerto question(2) posedat
the beginningof the section.
Technical Progress. Here, the precedingtheorems are used to, provide a
preciserelationshipbetweenthe rate of technicalprogressand the ratesof maintainableexponentialgrowth. First, I providea sufficientconditionon the price
pathand the natureof technicalprogresssuchthat any exponentialrate of growth
can be satisfied.
THEOREM3.7.

Suppose that an economy <G, p, K4> satisfies limf,(p,)= oo.
t-*oo
Then it is capable of exponential growth at rate g,for all g>0.

Though Theorem3.7 is obvious (given (22)), it has importantconsequences.
As an illustration,suppose that resourcesprices follow an exponentialpath,
po(l + p)t, p >0, and suppose that the economy exhibits resource-augmenting
technical progress at some rate /B>0, i.e., G,(K, R) = G(K, (1 + f)tR) for all t >0.

pt =

We then have

THEOREM3.8. Suppose that <G, p, K> satisfies G,(K, R)=G(K, (1+f1)tR),
Then
,B>O,fort>O and p,=po(l+p)t,
po>O,p>O,fortt>O.
(i)
if ,B>p, the economy is capable of exponential growth at rate g for all

g >0.
(ii)

if ,B<p, the economy is not capable of exponential growth at any rate

g >0.
(iii) if fB=p, there exists g*>0 such that the economy is capable of exponential
growth at rate g if and only if g<g *.
REMARK. Note that the condition for sustaininga particulargrowth rate is
independentof the growthrate. Thusif some exponentialgrowthrateis feasible,
so are all exponentialgrowthrates(in the situationof Theorem3.8). Thisfeature
is a consequenceof the linearhomogeneityof the technology.12

Example 3.3. (Cobb-Douglasproductionfunction) Recallthe Cobb-Douglas
technologyof Examples3.1 and 3.2. Note that if the ratesof technicalprogress
as t- oo,, then by Theorem3.7, any exponentialgrowth
are such that -ioo
Pt

path is sustainable. It is worthreiteratingthat the growthrate g itself does not
enterinto this condition.
Supposenow, that At= (1 + A)t,A> 0, t > 0, fit= (1 + ,)t, B> 0, t > 0, and Pt=
po(l + p)t, p > 0, t > 0. Then a sufficientconditionfor sustainingany growthrate
g is (I + A)(I + B)6> (I + p)6. When B= 0, this conditionreducesto A> (1 +fl)1. WhenA= 0, the conditionis , > p. Thisdiscussionillustratesa point of some
and capitalsignificance,regardingthe relativeefficienciesof resource-augmenting
augmentingtechnicalprogress. Supposethat equal rates of technicalprogress
12

See Kemp and Long [1982]for an analysis of the diminishing-returns-to-scale
case
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in capital and resource (A= 1) are associated with equal costs of such progress.
Suppose, further, that the 'share' of capital exceeds that of the resource in production, i.e., 3 < 1. It follows that the minimum value of A guaranteeing sustainability of exponential growth is less than the corresponding value of ,B. This
seems to indicate that a policy of capital-augmenting technical progress may
dominate a policy of resource-augmenting technical progress when capital is
important in production (even though it is the price of the resource which is rising),
since the indirect saving on resource use is higher.
4.

A MODELWITH LABOR

In this section, I extend the framework developed in Section 3 to explicitly
include labor as a factor of production. For the sake of brevity, I shall concentrate on the full-employment case (Section 4a), where the available labor force is
given at each date, and fully used in productive activity. However, I shall also
briefly comment on a surplus-labor version13 (Section 4b); the reader is referred
to Ray [1983a, b] for details.
4.1. The Full Employment Model.'4 The technology is given by a sequence
of net-output production functions <G,>0, where, for each t >0, &,: R3- R +,
providing for each triple of capital (K), resource (R) and labor (L), an output
0,(K, R, L). Consider the following assumptions on the technology.
(G.1) For all t>0, Ot(K, R, 0)= t(K, 0, L)= t(0, R, L)=0
) is homogenous of degree one, increasing in its
(G.2) For all t>0, t(
arguments, and concave.
(G.3) For all t >0, Gt(., *, *) is differentiable.
(G.4) For all t>0 and each (K, L) e R+, lim G (K, R, L) =oo and lim
R-0

GR(K,R, L)=0
(G.5) There exists t>0 such that for all t >0 and

R-+oo

R, L)
(K, R, L)R3+ ++tL(K,
> > ?
tK R, L)
Capital is assumed to be nondepreciating.
The environment is given by (E.1) and (E.2) (Section 3), and (E.4) a stationary,
positive, labor force L>0.
Remarks. (G.5) states that in a world where labor is paid its marginal product,
the share of labor in total output is bounded away from zero.15 This assumption
is satisfied, for example, where Ot is Cobb-Douglas for all t>0. The feature
See, for example,the dual-economymodel of Lewis [1954].
The materialof Section 4.1 is based on Mitra and Ray [1982].
's This assumptionmay be dropped,but a complete characterizationis thereby sacrificed;
see Mitra and Ray [1982].
13

14
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(E.4) postulatesa stationarylabor force. Nonstationaritypresentsno technical
problems,but is unsatisfactory,becausethe conceptof survivalis definedin terms
of aggregateconsumption. Such a definitionis of questionablesignificancein
the face of a changinglaborforce.
Note thatconcavityof 0, is assumed,in contrastto the previoussection. While
this maynot be necessaryfor the resultshere,it is indispensablefor the techniques
of proof that are used.
Define an economy to be < , p, L, K> -{<KG, Pt>', L, K}, with <Gt>o
satisfying(G.1)-(G.5),and {<pt>o,L, Ki} given as in (E.1), (E.2) and (E.4).
Define,for a given economyand t>O, Gt:R2-*R+ by Gt(K, R)-Ct(K, R, L),
(K, R) E R2.

Feasible allocations may be describedas in Section3, with the additional
requirementthat the availablelabor force be used up at each date. Feasible
allocationsare thus capturedby the followingsystem.
(23)

t > K0

(24)

Ot(Kt,Rt, Lt) = Ot(Kt,Rt, L) = Gt(Kt,Rt) > Ct + It + Et,

(25)

Et = ptRt,

(26)

Kt + It = Kt+j,

(27)

(Kt, Ct, Et, Rt) > 0,

t

>

0

t> 0

t> O
t

> 0.16

By (G.1)-(G.5), the function Ht: R + x R + +-R + given by Ht(K, p) _ max R>O
Gt(K, R) - pR is well-definedfor all t>0. Denote by Rt(K, p) a maximizerof
Gt(K, R)-pR, for K>0, p>O, t>0.
Define feasible programsin the obvious manner, following Section3, and
similarlydefine the concepts of survivalprogram,growth program,and pure
accumulationprogram. As in Section3, the last exhibits capital stocks <kt>o
givenby k0 = K, and kt + Ht(Kt, Pt), t >0.
First, I completelycharacterizethose economies capable of survival.
THEOREM 4.1.

An economy <0, p, L, K?> is capable of survival if and

only if
(28)

inf

t

t>o 1+1

> 0.

Comparethis resultwith its counterpartin Section3, statedfor the case where
Gt(., *) is linearhomogeneous. There,an economyis capableof survivalin the
reversibilitymodelif and only if
16 Again, I omit a discussionof the irreversibility
model. For the relevantresults,see Mitra
and Ray [1982].
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1

1 < ??

t=O kt

'Linear' pure accumulation in the decreasing returns to scale framework of
Section 4 (the decreasing returns being exhibited by the 'reduced' functions
<Gt>w')guarantees survival, but does not suffice in the constant returns to scale
model of Section 3. This is because in the former case, there are 'proportional
gains' to be had by a lowering of scale, and this essentially compensates for the
fact that

Ti1

I

R may diverge (as T-.oo) by creating enough 'surplus' to maintain

survival. In the constant returns case, such 'compensation' is not possible.
Finally, I provide sufficient conditions for the existence of a growth program.
4.2.
THEOREM

(30)

An economy <0, p, L, KT>is capable of growth if
0

E

1

'<

Observe, now, that survival and growth are no longer equivalent problems. If
pure accumulation stocks grow linearly (equation (28)), a constant amount of
this growth can be set aside for consumption, permitting survival. However, if
a growing amount is set aside, the capital stocks do not necessarily have enough
room to expand, given diminishing returns to scale. To permit growth, therefore,
pure accumulation stocks must be capable of growth which is somewhat greater
than linear (equation (30)).
4.2. Comments on a Surplus Labor Model. Here I very briefly comment on
the method of extending these results to a surplus labor model. In such a framework, an unlimited supply of labor at an exogenously given wage rate is postulated.
Produced output now has four components: (1) a wage bill, to feed the employed
labor at the institutional wage; (2) 'luxury' consumption, over and above wage
payments; (3) investment; and (4) exports.
The second of these components may be usefully interpreted as the standard of
living of the economy (over and above the consumption of 'wage goods' by the
employed population).17
A surplus-labor model of the sort described here raises two broad issues. The
first pertains to an analysis of feasible and efficient consumption paths; i.e.,
allocations describing attainable standards of living, with employment generation
being granted a secondary place. The second deals with an analysis of feasible
and efficient employment paths, with consumption surpluses (standards of living
over and above wage rates) being of secondary importance.18
The first of these issues can be treated using the same techniques as those
See also the remarksin Gangopadhyay[1982].
The issuesare, of course,polar. A generalanalysiswould place positiveweightson both a
higherstandardof living and generationof employment.
17

18
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developedfor the modelof Section3. Resultsanalogousto all the theoremsand
examplesof Section3 hold, in this case.
Analysisof the secondissues requiresa differentapproach(see Ray [1983a]).
Whilethe resultsherearesomewhatrestrictive,it is possibleto providea complete
characterizationof all programsthat are efficientin employment-generation.
Suchprogramsare definedby the propertythat no otherfeasibleprogramexists,
affordingat least as much employmentat everydate, and strictlymore at some
date.
5.

CONCLUSION

This paperhas dealtwith some theoreticalissues,raisedby the problemsof an
openeconomyimportingan essentialresourceat progressivelyhigherprices. The
generalapproachis the following. A planis proposed,e.g., consumptiongrowing
at some constantproportionalrate. For any such plan, a criterionhas been
provided,involvingthe plan itself, the resourcepricepath, and the technological
conditions,whichwill permitthe 'planner'to deducewhetherthis plan is feasible.
Particularemphasishas been placedon the problemsof survival(does thereexist
a plan with consumptionboundedaway from zero?)and of growth(does there
exist a plan with consumptiongrowingto infinity?). This 'feasibility'approach
is openlynonutilitarian,but is clearlynot devoidof any ethic. In particular,in
an economywithsurpluslabor,plansinvolvingconsumptiongeneration,andthose
involvingemploymentgenerationmaybe testedfor feasibilityand efficiencywithin
this framework. Choiceamongthese plans requires,of course,a sharperethical
criterion.
Stanford University, U. S. A.

APPENDIX

Consider the problem (for fixed t>0): max [G,(K,
R>O
R) - pR] whereK>0 and p>O are given. Clearly,by settingR = 0, G,(K, R) pR =0, so that the existenceof a maximumis establishedby demonstratingsome
R > 0 suchthat G,(K, R) - pR <0 for all R > R (the maximumwouldthen exist by
an applicationof Weierstrass'Theorem). Suppose,on the contrary,that there
exists<R,> ' with 0 < R- oo as n-oo, suchthat G,(K,Rj)-pRn > 0 for all n > 0.
Rearagig,Gt (K,,RnRJ) p for all n > 0, and using (G.3), and passing to the
Rearranging,
limit, as n-+oo, Gt(O,1)> p>O which contradicts(G.1). Hence, Ht(K, p) is
PROOFOF LEMMA3.1.

welldefined for K > 0, p > 0.

To show that Ht is positiveon R2+, it sufficesto show that for all (K, p)>>O,
there exists R>0 such that Gt(K,R)-pR>O.
Suppose not; then there exists
as
R
and
with
O<Rn-+O n-+oo,
Gt(K, )-pRn?0 for all n>0. Rearrang<Rn>o
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ing, Gt(K R n) < p. Using (G.3) and passingto the limit as n oo, one obtains
Rn
Q. E. D.
lim sup G,(z, 1)< p, contradicting(G.2).

z-400

PROOFOF LEMMA
3.2.

For

all

A>0,

Ht(AK,p) = max [Gt(AK,R) - pR]=
R>O

R - R\P.

) _p
2=)max
Amax Gt(K
A
[Gt(K, R) - pR] = AHt(K, p). Together with
A
A
R>O
R>O
R+
H(O, p) = 0 (using G. 1), it follows that Ht(K, p) =ft(p)K for some ft: R + + +
(that ft maps into R + + follows from Lemma 3.1).
To show that for each t > 0, ft(p) is decreasing,it sufficesto show that Ht(K,p)
is decreasing in p for all K>0. For PI > P2>0, Ht(K, pi) = Gt(K, Rt(K, PI)) p,Rt(K, pl)<Gt(K, Rt(K, Pi))-Pp2R(K, pi)<Ht(K P2) (the strict inequality
following from G.1 and Lemma 3.1).

PROOF
OFTHEOREM
3.1. (i) (Necessity) Suppose <Ct>00is feasible. Then,
for some feasible program with <Ct>"O
as its consumption program, using (2)-(4),
Ct< Kt-Kt+ 1 + Gt(Kt, Rt)-ptRt < Kt-Kt+ 1 + Ht(Kt, pt)= Kt- Kt+1 +ft(pt)Kt =
[1+ft(pt)]Kt-Kt+1, t>0. Multiplying both sides of this inequality by Mt and
summing, one obtains, for T >0,
(A.1)

I MtCt S

t=o

4C- MTKT+I.

From (A.1), the left-hand side is monotone nondecreasing in T, and is bounded
00

_

aboveby K, hence , MtCtexistsand satisfies(9).
t=o

(Sufficiency) Define a program <K, C, I, E, R> by Ko = K, Kt=Mt. 1Ko1 H [1 + fr(p)], t > 1, Ct = Ct, t > 0, It=Kt+ 1-Kt, t > O, Et=
T=s
t
ptRt(Kt,Pt), >0, Rt= Rt(K, Pt), t > 0. To verify its feasibility, the condition
that Kt> Ofor all t >O, and (12) must be checked. That Kt>0 for all 1>0 follows
by rearranging (9). To verify (2), note that for all t > 1, Gt(Kt,Rt)- ptRt=
Ht(Kt, Pt)=ft(pt)Kt= [1 +ft(pt)]Kt - Kt = Kt+ - Kt + Ct. A similar verification is

[ct- 1 +

XC,

s=1

is easyfor t =O.

(ii) (Necessity) Suppose, on the contrary, that <Ct>"Ois efficient, but 00
t=o
MCtt < K. Let K-4 to~t MtCt= 3 > O. For some to> O, define = Mt-1 > O, and
t=O
00
a sequence <Ct> ' by C'=Ct for t#to, C' = 0to+d>CZ. Also Y MtC'=
I
Mtt + 3 = K. Therefore, <C'> is feasible, contradicting the efficiency of
00
t=O
<Ct>'. Hence Y MtCt=IK.
00

t=O

(Sufficiency) Suppose, on the contrary, that Y MtCt=K, but that <Ct>gl is
t=O

inefficient. Then there exists feasible <Ct>' with C'>Ct for all t>O, C'>Zs
for some s>0.

But then Y, MtC'>J?, contradicting the feasibility of <C'>'.

Hence<C->' is efficient.

t=O
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PROOF OF THEOREM3.2. The equivalence of (14)-{16) is immediate from the
definitions of <Q,>orand construction of <k,>'.
(Necessity) Suppose that <G, p, K> is capable of survival. Then there exists
a survival program <C,> and 0>0 with C >0>0 for all t >0. Using (9), for
each T>0,
1 T
T
K
fi Mt =
E Mto <
F.
fM,Ct < o-

0 t=O

t=o

t_ _

Since Mt>0 for all t>0, and , M, is bounded above, (14) is satisfied.
T
t=O
(Sufficiency) If (14) is met, there exists ?I>0 such that , M,>K.

Thus

there exists a feasible program with consumption equal to n for all t >0, i.e., a
Q. E. D.
survival program exists.
PROOF OF THEOREM3.3.

Obvious from Theorem 3.1.

PROOF OF THEOREM3.4.

It suffices to prove that E f(pt)< oo.
00

00

Hl[1 +f(pt)]

t=o

*=o

00

For then,

< oo, and hence EM = oo. The convergence of E f(pt) will be
t=O

t=o

established using the ratio test. First, observe that f(pt) may be given the explicit
form
f(pt) = g(r(pt)) - ptr(pt)
where r- g'-1 (recall (7)). By (G.4), f(pt) is differentiable, and it is easily seen
that f'(p) =-r(pt).
Now, using the mean value theorem,
1) = (p -P + Of '(P)

fC(P) -f(P+
wherept+1> p> pt, and so,

-f(Pt+ l)

f(f't)

This yields f(t1)
-

p

I-(

r(p)g'(r(p))

-

+ P)f(Pt+)

>

(l + Pf(P)

>

+ P f(p)

1

P

-

+ p g(r(p))-g'(r(p))r(p)

PtPf'(P)

= -

1 +p

a(r(p))
1
g '(r(p))r(p)
Now observe that r(p)-.O as p-.oo (this is easily checked), and that p-.oo as
Applying (G.5),
Pto.

lim inf f(Pt)
t tQ0

which suffices to establish that E f(p,)
t=O

f(Pt+ 1)

> 1

< oo.

Q. E. D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5. (Necessity). Trivial.
(Sufficiency). Suppose that <G, p, KC>is capable of survival. Then, by
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00

Theorem3.2, E M, < oo, and so there exists an increasing,positive sequence
t=O
co
(O0>o with lim Ot= oo such that
MtOt=B < oo (see for example, Knopp, [1956],
t -+o
t=O
p. 127, Theorem4). Using Theorem3.1, it is easy to check that a growthprogramwith Ct= 0tK , t > O,exists.
B'

PROOFOF THEOREM
3.6. Follows from Theorem3.1, using the same line of
reasoningas in the proof of Theorem3.2.

This is an immediateconsequenceof the ratio test
appliedto the left hand side of (22), recallingthat Mt= [ [1 +fL(p.)]A1for all
PROOFOF THEOREM
3.7.

s=0

t > 0.

3.8.
PROOF OF THEOREM

First I claim that for all t>0, ft(P)=f(

Q.E.D.
(1

where f: R2+- R + + is decreasing. Let H(K, p)_ max {G(K, z) - pz}, then, by

Lemma3.2, H(K, p)=f(p)K for somef:R?+
t >,

z>O

R++,

decreasing. Now, for each

K >, ft(p)K = Ht(K, p) = max {Gt(K, R) - pR} = max {G(K, (1+ /3)tR)- pR}
R>O

R>O

- (I+fl)tR}= m
zP 4> =H(K,
G(K,z)R=O
=ma
(+ fl)tj
(1+ M) (1
(1 4'1)t )=f(
(1 pt ). K, establishing the claim.
Now, f(z) -0 as z-+oo. To show this, it sufficesto verifythat for each K >0
and 0< zn- oo and any sequence of maximizersR(K, Zn), G(K, R(K, Zn)) ZnR(K,zn)-+? as n-+oo. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists K>O,
0< Zt oo, a corresponding
sequenceof maximizersR(K, Zn), and E> 0 such that
=max {G(K,(1 + f)tR)-

(A.2)

G(K, R(K,

Zn))

-

ZnR(K,Zn) >

E

for all n.

HenceG(K, R(K, zn)) >6Efor all n, and so (since G is continuous,increasing,with
G(K,0)=0), thereexists6>0 with R(K, Zn)>6 for all n. Pick z >0 and N such
that zn> z for all n > N.
Zn))-zR(K,

Zn) > (Zn-z)

Using (A.2), G(K, R(K, z)) - zR(K, z)> G(K, R(K,
E> (Zn-z)-oo
as n-?oo, and this con-

R(K, Zn) +

tradictsLemma3.1.
Also,f(z)-+ oo as z-0. To show this, it sufficesto verifythat for each K >0
and znJ, 0, and any sequenceof maximizersR(K, Zn), G(K, R(K, Zn)) - znR(K,
zn)xo as n-+oo. Suppose, on the contrary,that there exists K>O, znl, 0, a
correspondingsequenceof maximizersR(K, Zn) and B < oo such that
(A.7)

G(K, R(K,

Zn))

-

ZnR(K,Zn) < B

for all n.

Using (G.2), for some > 0, pick R >0 such that G(K,R)> B +e, and n such
that znR<6E. Then, for that n, G(K, R(K, zn))-ZnR(K, Zn) > G(K, R)- znR > B,

contradicting(A.3).
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Now consider(i) of the theorem. If ,B>p, then Pt -+0 as t-+oo, and
(I +/)t
so by the precedingargumentlimft(pt)= oo. Hencethe conditionof Theorem3.7
t-soo
is satisfied,so that the economy is capable of exponentialgrowth at any rate
g>0.

Consider(ii). If ,B<p, then (1P+f)t

oo as t-+ oo, and by the precedingargu-

ment, lim ft(pt)= 0. It is then easily verified that E Mt(1 + g)t = oo for any g > 0,
t- ?

t=O

and usingTheorem3.6, this proves(ii).
In part (iii), if ,B=p, then (Pt
=p*>O for all t>0. Define g*=f(p*),
then ft(pt)=g* for all t>0. It is easily checkedthat Y, Mt(l+g)t<oo for all
co

g <g*, while
Y, Mt(1 +g)t = oo for all g >*.
t=O
PROOFOF THEOREMS
4.1 and 4.2.

t=O

This establishes (iii).

Q. E. D.

See Mitraand Ray (1982).
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